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THE constructional details for UNIT **A" were
completed last month. UNIT "A" is, itself, a

complete, self-contained comlputing equipment, and the

method of operation, with practical examples, is

described in this article.

PATCHING LEADS
The best plugs to use for patching the computer are

those of *'split-pin'' construction, as they can quickly be
attached to wires without the aid of a screwdriver. It

is a help if plugs are obtained in various colours, and
are mated to different coloured wires to allow easy

identification.

For the majority of problems capable of solution by
UNIT **A'*, certain patching leads may be left in

position on the front panel. For example, coefficient

potentiometers are almost always used with the '*0"

end of their resistance track connected to earth (link

SK3 to SK4 for CPl, CP2, CP3, and CP4, Fig. 2.7).

.

Similarly, until such time as integrator mode
switching is brought into use, the integrator sockets

depicted in Fig. 2.9 are joined together by means of a

special three-way patching lead consisting of two short

lengths of wire joined by a plug, with a plug at each end.

Looking at Fig. 2.9, OA1/SK4, SK9, and SKIO are

linked, and repeat for OA2 and OA3. Three more
semi-permanent patching leads are made up to link

each operational amplifier to its companion summer
network. Connect OA1/SK8 to S1/SK5, and do the

same for OA2/SK8-S2/SK5, and OA3/SK8-S3/SK5.
The rearrangeable patching leads should be of

assorted lengths and colours, the longest to patch from,

say, CP4/SK2 to S3/I1/SK1, diagonally across the

UNIT **A" front panel, and the shortest to link nearly

adjacent sockets.

COMPUTING RESISTORS
If a comprehensive range of ±1 per cent high

stability computing resistors was purchased all at

once, to meet every requirement, the cost would
probably exceed £20. There are after all 101 preferred

values in a ± 1 per cent range covering resistors from
only 10 kilohm to 100 kilohm. Nevertheless, in the

period when the computer operator is learning how to

handle PEAC, and a high degree of accuracy is not
essential, the majority of ordinary problem set-ups can
be catered for by a small number of di 1 per cent and
±2 per cent plug-in resistors. A resistor selection

list, with suggested values of Rt and Rin for standard
op-amp closed-loop gains, is ^ven in Table 4.1. Also,

a component list included in this article sets out
minimum quantities, with tolerances, of computing
resistors.

Computing capacitors will be discussed later, in

connection with integration.

SETTING UP THE VOLTAGE SOURCE
To set up all voltage source outputs, first remove the

dials from VR6 to VRIO (Fig. 2.2), and turn the

potentiometer spindles fully anticlockwise. If the

potentiometers have flats on their spindles, make up
blanking pieces consisting of small segments of hard-

wood or plastic, so that control knobs can be con-

veniently located at a selected position on each spindle.

Connect the positive lead of a sensitive d.c. voltmeter

(0-lV, 20 kilohm/V) to VSl/SKl, and the negative

voltmeter lead to VS1/SK4 (Fig. 2.6), then set slide

switch SI for a positive voltage output. Switch on the

computer power supply and S6.

Carefully rotate VR6 spindle clockwise until a very

small voltage appears, just sufficient to slightly deflect
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